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Hello Friends of the Ghosts,
 

First Shoot at Farm Sanctuary, Summer 2011.

We Animals / The Ghosts In Our Machine.

An unflinching new animal documentary takes us inside factory
farms and fur facilities. But its director Liz Marshall says she is
trying to educate, not shock.
 

- Rebecca Hawkes
The Telegraph. 07.16.14

 

CAMPAIGN WINDS DOWN

Copenhagen, Denmark, September 10th. Hosted by Anima.

Since February 2014, Ghosts has toured 64 cities in 10 different
countries spanning 5 continents - across North America,
Australia, Europe and to South Africa. My lil’ team at LizMars
Productions has distributed 75 unique Community Screening
events, each hosted by a myriad of organized, passionate and
resourceful individuals around the globe. The Ghosts In Our
Machine has screened for diverse audiences in theatres,
universities, libraries, cultural event centres, animal sanctuaries,
café’s and restaurants, museums, music festivals, hotels, and
other locations! Check out our gallery of photos from the
Community Screenings tour, here.

Read Liz Marshall's blog here:
Community Screenings Campaign Winds Down

 
The UK and Ireland Tour of The Ghosts In Our Machine,
sponsored by Animal Equality and supported by the Bertha
BRITDOC Connect Fund, was exciting and fruitful. On July 14th,
journalist Philippa Thomas for BBC 4 World News Today
interviewed Liz Marshall, director/producer of The Ghosts In Our
Machine, with guest film critic Scott Jordan Harris. This 06:00
minute segment aired on the eve of the UK premiere of The
Ghosts In Our Machine from London. VIEW NOW.

 

WATCH THE FILM
We are very pleased to announce that The Ghosts In Our
Machine is widely available around the world, to stream or
download and on DVD for personal use, and within educational
institutions. We have updated our website to include all the
countries of the world with hyperlinks to where you can view the
film. Please visit our website and help spread the news!

More good news is that we will be releasing the film on iTunes
this fall in Spanish, Portuguese, German and French for starters.
We are pleased and humbled to be working with generous and
experienced translators all over the globe who have volunteered
their services. We have added their names to the Film Credits
here.

Finally, we will be sending out the final 2 editions of our Friends
of the Ghosts newsletter this fall, in November and in December!
Yes, that's right the FINAL 2! We have issued monthly
newsletters since 2011, as an integral part of the project's global
outreach. Issue #37 will be our last, so stay tuned for final e-
newsletter related messages.

In 2015 you can visit our website and Facebook page for
updates about the project.

For the Ghosts,

Liz Marshall and Nina Beveridge
Ghosts Media
Toronto

 

UPCOMING SCREENINGS
NELSON, KOOTENAYS, BRITISH COLUMBIA
October 1st, 7PM
Nelson Civic Theatre
Presented by West Kootenay Ecosociety
Director/producer Liz Marshall in attendance for Q&A!

SECHELT, BRITISH COLUMBIA
October 4th, 12:00PM – 4PM
Sechelt Activity Centre
Presented by Association for the Protection of Fur-Bearing
Animals
Director/producer Liz Marshall in attendance for Q&A!

PORTLAND, OREGON
October 18th, 9:30AM
Lewis & Clark Law School
Presented by Center for Animal Law Studies & Animal Legal
Defense Fund & Lewis & Clark SALDF chapter
Director/producer Liz Marshall in attendance for Q&A and
special panel on filmmaking and animal advocacy.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM
September 27th, 2:00PM
Olympia West
Presented by Vegfest UK

Click here for more upcoming screenings.

 

Ghosts Media
Toronto

Friend on Facebook

Follow on Twitter

Foward to a friend

LETS ACHIEVE
1 MILLION SIGNATURES
Sign the Animal Bill of Rights

 

The Animal Ambassador program is
supported by:

FEATURED
ANIMAL AMBASSADOR
MELBOURNE PIG SAVE

 

We were extremely proud to host a
presentation by Jo-Anne McArthur
when she visited Melbourne in
March, 2013. We first became
aware of Jo’s work through our
connection with Toronto Pig Save,
and one of her images adorns our t-
shirts, with the caption: ‘I am
someone . . . who wants to live’.

We were very excited to see the
long-awaited THE GHOSTS IN
OUR MACHINE, and believe that
Liz Marshall’s film has superbly
captured the essence of Jo’s work.

In our view, Ghosts subtly yet
firmly connects the viewer and the
animals, with a very profound
message. We feel viewers would
find themselves questioning their
existing approach to non-human
animals if they are yet to have a
light-bulb moment. For anyone in
such a position, this film is very
likely to provide that moment.

Food industry footage used by
Ghosts, which the industry might
hope would be perceived as
showing reasonable treatment of
animals, seems to serve the film’s
purpose of showing us just how
cold and mechanised the process is.

Congratulations Liz and Jo on a
magnificent team effort!   

Read more about Melbourne Pig
Save here…

 
The Ghost-Free Journey is

supported by:
    

  

 
A MESSAGE FROM 
DONNA & ROSEMARY

Mentors,
Ghost-Free Journey

 

We hope that you will join us on the
Facebook page of  The Ghosts In
Our Machine this fall for "Ghost-
Free Monday." The forum is open
and inclusive; no matter where you
are on your journey, we are here to
assist and encourage.

Over the past month we discussed
several topics, some of them were:
Who/what influenced you to start
your Ghost-Free Journey? Issues
with family/social situations. Books
that influenced your life and ideas
about how to advocate for animals
and the importance of community.

Please join us each Monday and feel
free to post any questions or topic
suggestions that you might have in
addition to the topic posted. We
encourage you to share your ideas
with us –we can all learn and
explore together. It is always such a
joy to read the comments and
stories that you post –we really are
all in this together, working
towards a world of compassion.

For The Ghosts,
Donna & Rosemary
GFJ Mentors
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